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Nitrogen on Early Earth

NASA

• Problem: Abiotic N2 fixation

• Solution: Lightning fixation 
& accumulation 
(Mancinelli+1988)

• NOX
- (NO2

-, NO3
-)

• Protometabolism 
(Ducluzeau+2007)

• RNA oligomerization 
(Mariani+2018)

We construct a simple box model to ascertain the equilib-
rium nitrate concentration (Fig. 6). Assuming 100% destruc-
tion of NOx at black-smoker temperatures, the equilibrium
number concentration of NOx is

CNOx¼
fatmA"sHTV

Vocean
,

where fatm is the NOx flux from the atmosphere (molecules
cm-2 s-1), A4 is the surface area of the Earth (5.1 · 1018 cm2),
tHTV is the timescale for cycling through high-temperature
vents, and Vocean is the volume of the Hadean ocean (*3 · 1018

m3). Because tHTV = Vocean/FHTV, where FHTV is the mass flux
of water through high-temperature hydrothermal vents,

CNOx¼
fatmA"
FHTV

:

According to Nielsen et al. (2006), the current water mass
flux from high-temperature vents is 7.2 · 1012 kg year-1.
Using this present-day value and fatm * 6.5 · 108 molecules
cm-2 s-1 (as in the 1-bar case), then CNOx = 24 mM. Acidic
vents were more prevalent in the Hadean, though by what
degree is still unknown. However, unless the water flux
through high-temperature vents was thousands of times as
great as today, the equilibrium nitrate concentration would
still exceed 1 mM.

5. Conclusion

NOx are believed to be needed as high-potential electron
acceptors for the emergence of metabolism at submarine al-
kaline hydrothermal vents. NOx are created in early Earth’s
CO2–N2 atmosphere, but the atmospheric pressure during the
Hadean is uncertain and likely varied widely. We have
demonstrated, using atmospheric models supported by data,
that there was a prevalence of NOx produced in the Hadean
atmosphere for a large range of pCO2. This NOx rained out
into the Hadean ocean primarily as HNO, which reacted to
form nitrate and nitrite in solution. Although the 10-bar pCO2

case probably only applies to the first few 10 s Myr of Earth’s
history, it still produced significant amounts of NOx. As the
pCO2 settled around the 0.1–1 bar for the long term, copious
NOx was also being delivered to the Hadean ocean. If the
water flux through high-temperature hydrothermal vents was
not more than thousands of times what it is today, the steady-
state nitrate concentration would be micromolar, supplying
onsite electron acceptors and a potential amino source at the
emergence of life.
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Recent Results

• Prebiotic [NOX-]=1 µM - 
10 mM in bulk ocean 
(Wong+2017, 
Lanieuville+2018)

• Today: [NOX-]≤40 µM

• Key assumption: NOX- 
stable in early oceans 
unless processed at 
vents

NASA

We construct a simple box model to ascertain the equilib-
rium nitrate concentration (Fig. 6). Assuming 100% destruc-
tion of NOx at black-smoker temperatures, the equilibrium
number concentration of NOx is

CNOx¼
fatmA"sHTV

Vocean
,

where fatm is the NOx flux from the atmosphere (molecules
cm-2 s-1), A4 is the surface area of the Earth (5.1 · 1018 cm2),
tHTV is the timescale for cycling through high-temperature
vents, and Vocean is the volume of the Hadean ocean (*3 · 1018

m3). Because tHTV = Vocean/FHTV, where FHTV is the mass flux
of water through high-temperature hydrothermal vents,

CNOx¼
fatmA"
FHTV

:

According to Nielsen et al. (2006), the current water mass
flux from high-temperature vents is 7.2 · 1012 kg year-1.
Using this present-day value and fatm * 6.5 · 108 molecules
cm-2 s-1 (as in the 1-bar case), then CNOx = 24 mM. Acidic
vents were more prevalent in the Hadean, though by what
degree is still unknown. However, unless the water flux
through high-temperature vents was thousands of times as
great as today, the equilibrium nitrate concentration would
still exceed 1 mM.

5. Conclusion

NOx are believed to be needed as high-potential electron
acceptors for the emergence of metabolism at submarine al-
kaline hydrothermal vents. NOx are created in early Earth’s
CO2–N2 atmosphere, but the atmospheric pressure during the
Hadean is uncertain and likely varied widely. We have
demonstrated, using atmospheric models supported by data,
that there was a prevalence of NOx produced in the Hadean
atmosphere for a large range of pCO2. This NOx rained out
into the Hadean ocean primarily as HNO, which reacted to
form nitrate and nitrite in solution. Although the 10-bar pCO2

case probably only applies to the first few 10 s Myr of Earth’s
history, it still produced significant amounts of NOx. As the
pCO2 settled around the 0.1–1 bar for the long term, copious
NOx was also being delivered to the Hadean ocean. If the
water flux through high-temperature hydrothermal vents was
not more than thousands of times what it is today, the steady-
state nitrate concentration would be micromolar, supplying
onsite electron acceptors and a potential amino source at the
emergence of life.
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Early Earth was More Reducing
• [Fe2+] = 10-600 µM

• [Mn2+] = 5-120 µM

• H2~10-3 bar

• UV

Kasting+1993



NOX
-
 in 

Ocean

• UV: stronger sink 
than vents

• Fe2+ reduction may 
also matter; 
further study 
needed



Ranjan+2019

UV Limits Early [NOX
-]

• [NOX-] low in ocean 

• [NOX-] moderate in 
some ponds

• Shallow; high, fast 
drainage

NO3- + h𝛎→ NO2- + O
NO2-+ H2O + h𝛎→NO +OH+OH-



UV Limits Early [NOX-]

ARTICLES NATURE GEOSCIENCE

in CO2 diffusion rates all influence εp, the carbon isotopic frac-
tionation factor associated with phototrophic carbon fixation27,28. 
However, the influence of these factors on εp tends toward zero28 
as the partial pressure of CO2, pCO2

, approaches the elevated val-
ues inferred for the Archaean29, and some bacterial species exhibit 
little variation even at low CO2 concentrations30. A more likely 
explanation for this shift is a mixing of carbon sources with differ-
ent isotopic compositions. The terrestrial samples exhibit a narrow 
distribution in δ13Corg values, suggesting a relatively homogeneous 
source centred around − 21‰. This δ13Corg composition is consis-
tent with autotrophic carbon fixation through the Calvin–Benson 

cycle31,32, whether by oxygenic or anoxygenic phototrophs. Marine 
samples reach values that are isotopically as heavy, yet cover a larger 
spread extending to lighter δ13Corg values, some as low as − 34‰. 
These features suggest that in the marine realm, mixing occurred 
between material with the same isotopic composition as terrestrial 
samples (− 21‰) and material with carbon that was isotopically 
lighter than − 34‰. Under high pCO2

, carbon fixed by the Calvin–
Benson cycle is unlikely to reach such low values33, which are best 
explained instead by biomass derived from other carbon fixation 
pathways, notably the reductive acetyl-coenzyme A (CoA) pathway 
(Wood–Ljungdahl pathway)33–35. This includes acetogenic bacteria, 
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Fig. 3 | Images of the kerogenous laminae and filamentous microstructures.  a–f, Transmitted light photomicrographs of preserved kerogenous laminae 
(a) and filamentous microstructures (d) of the terrestrial mats, with corresponding Raman component maps for mineral phases and G-peak intensity for 
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NOX
- is Unstable on Early Earth

– 6 –

highest logK (222.3). We use this reaction as the dominant sink of NO�
3 and neglect other

reactions. When picking the reactions with the largest logK for each starting species, we

end up with reactions 4, 8, 12, 14, and 15 from Table 8. We use these reactions to set up

equations for concentrations at equilibrium using the definition of the equilibrium constant,

to obtain the following set of equations:

K4 =
[N2]

[NO�
3 ]

2[H+]2[H2]5
(6)

K8 =
[N2]

[NO�
2 ]

2[H+]2[H2]3
(7)

K12 =
[NH+

4 ]
2

[NO2[H+]2[H2]5
(8)

K14 =
[NH+

4 ]
2

[N2O][H+]2[H2]4
(9)

K15 =
[NH+

4 ]
2

[N2][H+]2[H2]3
(10)

NO�
3 , NO

�
2 , and NH+

4 undergo further acid/base equilibration, with partitioning gov-

erned by the reaction pKa’s (Table 2):

HA ! H+ + A�Ka =
[H+][A�]

[HA]
= 10�pKa, (11)

Where A� is the acid and HA its conjugate base.

Reaction pKa

A HNO3 $ H+ +NO�
3 -1.3

B HNO2 $ H+ +NO�
2 3.4

C NH+
4 $ H+ +NH3 9.24

Table 2: pKa’s for relevant dissociations of acids/bases in the redox network to their corre-

sponding conjugate base/acid.

Geochemistry, Geophysics, Geosystems 10.1029/2018GC008082

Figure 4. Favored nitrogen species as a function of pH and hydrogen
concentration. At high reducing powers (≥ 10−5 M H2), at thermodynamic
equilibrium, nitrogen will go to the (−3) oxidation state, that is, NH3 or
NH+

4 . Below this reducing power, the favored state of nitrogen is N2, which
partitions mainly to the atmosphere. At pH = 4 and [H2]= 10−10 M, N2 and
NH3 coexist. Lower H2 concentrations are disfavored in conventional
models of early Earth and not included in the analysis (Kasting, 1993).

Figure 4 shows the speciation of nitrogen by redox state. The two oxida-
tion states of nitrogen favored under plausible hydrogen concentrations
are (−3) and (0), corresponding to NH3/NH+

4 and N2, respectively. N2,
which is favored at [H2] ≤ 105M, will partition mostly into the atmo-
sphere. The distribution of NH+

4 , NH3 (aq), and NH3 (g) depends on
the pH of the aqueous solution. The concentration of NO−

3 and NO−
2

is subpicomolar over the scenarios considered here. These findings are
insensitive to variations in pK, pKa, and HX from T = 2–45 ◦C and
variations in HX due to salinity from [NaCl] = 0–1 M; see supporting
information Text S3 for details.

Overall, nitrate and nitrite are thermally unstable in the reducing con-
ditions available on early Earth. If allowed to reach equilibrium, under
most conditions NO−

X will relax to a gaseous species like N2. This result
is consistent with Van Cleemput and Baert (1978), who concluded that
NO−

2 in anoxic soils should decay, generally to N2. The situation on
reducing prebiotic Earth is very different from the situation on oxidiz-
ing modern Earth, where in equilibrium NO−

X is thermodynamically
favored (Krissansen-Totton et al., 2016). Our thermochemical analysis
confirms our kinetic analysis that previous work has overestimated pre-
biotic [NO−

X ], increasing our confidence in this conclusion.

4. Discussion
4.1. [NO−

X ] in the Prebiotic Oceans
Previous work has concluded that [NO−

X ] in the prebiotic oceans was high, on the assumption that the dom-
inant sink of NO−

X in the prebiotic ocean was processing at hydrothermal vents and that it was otherwise
stable in the ocean (Laneuville et al., 2018; Wong et al., 2017). However, NO−

X is thermodynamically unstable
in reducing environments. UV photolysis and reduction by Fe2+ are much stronger sinks than processing at
vents and restrict NO−

X to orders of magnitude lower concentrations than previously suggested. Reduction
by Fe2+ and UV photolysis suppresses NO−

X to submicromolar concentrations across most of the plausible
parameter space. NO−

X at > 1!M requires "NO−
X
> 1 × 109 cm−2 s−1, higher than has been suggested in

the literature. Achieving such high "NO−
X

requires some combination of a high lightning flash rate, high
pCO2, and low pN2/pCO2. The required pCO2 and pN2 are not favored by the available geochemical evi-
dence, and we lack a robust prescription for global lightning flash rates, leading us to disfavor this possibility.
Consequently, prebiotic oceanic NO−

X was likely submicromolar.

Wong et al. (2017) point out that Fitzsimmons et al. (2014) have detected dissolved iron thousands of kilome-
ters from hydrothermal sources and suggest that the survival of this iron for such large distances on NO−

X -rich
modern Earth means that Fe2+ oxidation by NO−

X and other oxidants is inefficient. However, Fitzsimmons
et al. (2014) also point out that only 0.02–1% of hydrothermal Fe survives transport over these distances in
the dissolved phase, meaning that the vast majority of hydrothermal Fe is oxidized. Moreover, the Fe that
does avoid oxidation is thought to do so by forming colloids and/or by complexing with organic ligands
(Fitzsimmons et al., 2014; Hawkes et al., 2013; Sander & Koschinsky, 2011; Tagliabue, 2014). In other words,
hydrothermal Fe appears to survive long-distance transport because it is protected by complexing, mineral-
ization, and colloidation, not because its reactions with oxidants are inefficient. Additionally, mineralized
Fe2+ is typically a more effective reductant than dissolved Fe2+(Dhakal, 2013; Hansen et al., 1996; Sørensen
& Thorling, 1991). We consequently argue that it is not possible to dismiss reduction by Fe2+ as a sink on
NO−

X , especially in light of evidence that Fe2+ levels were high on early Earth.

4.2. [NO−
X ] in Prebiotic Ponds

As in the oceans, reduction by Fe2+ and photochemical loss are major sinks of NO−
X . However, since

ponds are much shallower than oceans, the impact of thermal reactions is muted, and UV photolysis is
proportionated more important.

[NO−
X ] could have been above oceanic in shallow ponds (d ≲ 3 m) with large DR and short transit times.

Shallow ponds permit higher NO−
X buildup because NO−

X destruction processes have a shorter column over
which to operate. Large drainage ratios permit ponds to collect NO−

X rainout from a larger area. Short

RANJAN ET AL. 12
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Implications for Prebiotic Chem

• Most NOX-: NO3-

• Oceanic NOX
-- 

dependent prebiotic 
chemistry: requires 
local concentration 
mechanism

• Pond NOX
-- 

dependent prebiotic 
chemistry: works in 
some ponds

NO3- + h𝛎→ NO2- + O
NO2-+ H2O + h𝛎→NO +OH+OH-



Conclusions

• UV restricts [NOX-] ≤ 1 µM in 
bulk ocean

• NOX- ≥1 µM possible in some 
ponds

• Shallow, high drainage ratio

• Consistent with Homann+2018

• NOX-: mostly NO3-.

• To improve: better Fe2+-NOX- 
kinetics
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ponds

• Shallow, high drainage ratio
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High-NOX- Ponds
• Shallow (d=10 cm)

• Don Juan Pond 

• High drainage ratios (DR=100)

• Davies+2008: <DR>=500 (England)

• Sobek+2002: DR ≤ 1000 (Sweden)

• Fast drainage (<400 days)

• Possible, but not generally true

• Smaller catchments/ponds —> shorter residence times



NOX
- in 

Ponds

• Can have higher 
[NOX-] if: shallow, 
high drainage 
ratio, low drainage 
time



Kinetic Limits on NOX

NO3-  + hv→ NO2- + O; k=1.1-4.6×10-8 s-1

NO2-+ H2O + hv→NO +OH+OH-; k=0.6-2.4×10-6 s-1

NO2- + Fe2+ → Fe3+ + N2O, N2; k=2×10-7-9×10-2 M-1s-1

NO3-  + Fe2+ → Fe3+ + N2O, N2; k=0-9×10-4 M-1s-1

Vents: k=8×10-17-1×10-14 s-1

pH = 6.5-8, T = 0-50º C 



Limitations

• Atmospheric NOX may complex into compounds less 
vulnerable to loss

• Further study required

• Nitroprusside ([Fe(CN)5NO]2-)

• Protected from UV, Fe2+ attack




